Abstract. The count invariance of van Benthem (1991[16]) is that for a sequent to be a theorem of the Lambek calculus, for each atom, the number of positive occurrences equals the number of negative occurrences. (The same is true for multiplicative linear logic.) The count invariance provides for extensive pruning of the sequent proof search space. In this paper we generalize count invariance to categorial grammar (or linear logic) with additives and bracket modalities. We define by mutual recursion two counts, minimum count and maximum count, and we prove that if a multiplicative-additive sequent is a theorem, then for every atom, the minimum count is less than or equal to zero and the maximum count is greater than or equal to zero; in the case of a purely multiplicative sequent, minimum count and maximum count coincide in such a way as to together reconstitute the van Benthem count criterion. We then define in the same way a bracket count providing a count check for bracket modalities. This allows for efficient pruning of the sequent proof search space in parsing categorial grammar with additives and bracket modalities.
Introduction
Van Benthem (1991 [16] ) showed that a necessary condition for a sequent to be a theorem of the Lambek calculus is that it satisfies a simple count check. Let P be the set of atoms. Where P ∈ P, the P-count # P (A) of a type A is defined by: # P (P) = 1 # P (Q) = 0 for Q ∈ P − {P} # P (A•B) = # P (A) + # P (B) # P (A\C) = # P (C) − # P (A) # P (C/B) = # P (C) − # P (B)
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Let the P-count be extended to configurations by the following, where Λ is the empty configuration:
# P (A, Γ) = # P (A) + # P (Γ) # P (Λ) = 0
The count-invariance property is that Γ ⇒ A =⇒ ∀P ∈ P, # P (Γ) = # P (A) This is proved by induction on sequent proofs. The count invariance forms the basis of an extensive pruning of the sequent proof search space in categorial parsing-as-deduction/theorem-proving. Every time a subgoal Γ ⇒ A is generated it can be quickly checked whether ∀P, # P (Γ) = # P (A); if not, the subgoal can be discarded at once. Informal experimentation shows that such countchecking, together with focusing normalization (Andreoli 1992 Morrill (1994[14] , ch. 6) or Morrill (2011 [15] , ch. 7). Our contribution is to define two new counts, # min and # max , which, for a multiplicative-additive sequent to be a theorem, must be less than or equal to zero and greater than or equal to zero respectively. In the special case that a sequent has no additives, # min = # max = the van Benthem count # so that the two inequations together impose the van Benthem criterion, i.e. our generalisation preserves the particular case of the van Benthem count for pure multiplicative sequents. We go on to formulate in addition count invariance for bracket modalities (Morrill 1992[10] ; Moortgat 1995[8] ).
Count invariance for additives
Let us consider the sequent formulation of LA, the Lambek calculus with additive connectives. We will denote the additive conjunction as ∧ and the additive disjunction as ∨. The sequent rules are shown in Figure 1 . Cut, of course, is eliminable.
Where m = max or min, we define recursively counts # max/min,P on types as follows:
We extend the counts # min/max to configurations by the following: And we define the counts # min/max of a sequent by:
Given an arbitrary atomic type P we have the following theorem:
Proof. By induction on the length of Cut-free LA derivations. In the following, i.h. will abbreviate induction hypothesis.
-Axiom case. If A = P then:
Otherwise, if A is an atomic type Q different from P we have:
We have that:
On the other hand:
On the other hand, suppose that min(
Similarly, if we have that min(# max (B), # max (C)) = # max (C) we obtain:
Similarly, if we have that min(# min (A), # min (B)) = # min (B) we obtain:
On the other hand, if we have max(# max (A), # max (B)) = # max (A):
Similarly, if we have max(# max (A), # max (B)) = # max (B) we get the desired result.
-∨ right rule:
Where the last inequation corresponds to
Where the last inequation corresponds to:
This completes the proof.
Exemplification
In this section, by way of example we give some underivable sequents which are falsified by the count check. Let P and Q be two atomic types:
Consider the count check with respect to P. We have then that:
Therefore we falsify sequent 1).
2) LA P∨Q ⇒ P Consider the count check with respect to Q. We have then that:
Therefore we falsify sequent 2).
3) LA P∨Q ⇒ P∧Q
Therefore we falsify sequent 3).
4) LA P ⇒ P • P
Therefore we falsify sequent 4).
Count invariance for bracket modalities
In the Lambek calculus with bracket modalities (Morrill 1992[10] ; Moortgat 1995[8] ) configurations are bracketed; for linguistic applications see Morrill (1994[14] , ch. 7) or Morrill (2011 [15] , ch. 5). We extend the logic LA with bracket modalities, and we denote it LAb; configurations may now include brackets. The logical rules for bracket modalities are as shown in Figure 2 .
Fig. 2. Logical rules for bracket modalities
We can define bracket counts # min/max,[] as follows:
The clauses for the multiplicative and additive connectives are the same as those given in the previous section. We extend the bracket count to configurations thus:
(Naturally for an atom P, # m,P ([Γ]) = # m,P (Γ).) Where m ∈ {min, max}, the min/maxcount of a sequent is again:
The soundness theorem (1) extends to bracket modalities.
Proof. Extending the proof of (1) to bracket modalities.
-left rule:
We have that for m ∈ {min, max}:
It follows that for m ∈ {min, max}:
And therefore, by i.h.:
It follows that by i.h:
And therefore by i.h.:
It follows that by i.h.:
Exemplification
We consider some examples of underivable sequents which are falsified by the count invariant extended to bracket modalities. Let N and S be two atomic types.
We have that the following count check with respect to []:
2) LAb [[N]], ( N)\S ⇒ S
Consider the count check with repect to []:
Conclusion: discriminatory power
Our proposal for count invariance comprises two inequations. These are parameterised by atoms or brackets. If we assume that the likelyhood of satisfying one arbitrary inequation by chance is 1/2, the likelyhood of satisfying one inequation for n atoms or brackets is 1/2 n . But if there are two inequations, as in our case, the chance of satisfying the two is 1/2 × 1/2 = 1/4, and the probability of satisfying the two equations for n atoms or brackets is 1/4 n . Thus the discriminatory capacities of one or both of our count invariants together grow with the number of atoms as follows: Clearly the count invariant is sound for multiplicative-additive linear logic since it is a criterion sensitive to occurences and in no way depends on commutativity or non-commutativity. In the same way it extends immediately to the deterministic connectives of the (dis)placement calculus of Morrill, Valentín and Fadda (2011 [13] ) since these form residuated families like the Lambek connectives. Furthermore we think it is possible to extend it to the nondeterministic discontinuous connectives since these are defined using additives. Finally, we have begun experimenting with implementation of the new count invariant in the context of the categorial parser/theorem-prover CatLog (Morrill 2012[12] ). 
